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Apartments Prinsengracht: A perfect pied-à-terre 

Pass your time as a true local in Amsterdam

 
Five short-stay apartments, stunningly appointed on the Dutch capital’s most prestigious canal: the 

Prinsengracht (Princes’ Canal). Located in a gorgeous, newly-renovated 17th century townhouse, each 

of the on-trend apartments encapsulates authentic Amsterdam living through prominent features such 

as the characteristic staircase and original beams.  

 

The apartments are suitable for 2 to 4 guests. As the name suggests, guests can imbibe beautiful canal 

views during their stay – as well as catch a glimpse of the iconic Rijksmuseum. Furthermore, the 

Apartments Prinsengracht are smack-bang in the one of the city’s more offbeat neighbourhoods, 

allowing you to genuinely experience life as a local.  
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Each apartment  has a full-equipped kitchen – you can also explore the outstanding restaurants and 

bars on its doorstep. With their carefully curated contemporary artworks and a hefty dose of design 

inspiration, these exclusive apartments are just waiting to be visited... 

 

More information: prinsengrachtapartments.com/en  

 

 

 

 

About Vondel Hotels 

Vondel Hotels is an exclusive collection of 4-star hotels, luxury apartments and a b&nb, plus two stunning restaurants: all 

veritable draw-cards for business and leisure travellers alike. Each property bears the blueprint of hotelier and founder Arjen 

van den Hof who imbues each one with a simple yet remarkable concept: the creation of extraordinary interiors through an 

idiosyncratic clash of contemporary art and historical features. Throw outstanding hospitality and personal service into the mix 

and it’s easy to see why Vondel Hotels is so successful.  

 

The Vondel Hotels portfolio comprises: Hotel Vondel with restaurant JOOST, Hotel Roemer, b&nb Herengracht,  

Hotel JL Nº 76, Hotel De Hallen with restaurant Remise47, Apartments Prinsengracht, Apartments De Hallen, Hotel de Jonker 

(2017) en Hotel Overtoomse Houthandel (2018). 

For more information please visit: vondelhotels.com  

 

Note to editors 

For more information about Apartments Prinsengracht, images and interviews, please contact Maren Veltmeijer, Marketing & 

PR Manager or Roos van Maastricht, Marketing Executive. 

E: marketing@vondelhotels.com 

T:  +31 (0)20 51 50 470 

M: +31 (0) 6 46 06 63 01 
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